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Abstract
Mass transfer has been identified as a major bottleneck in gas fermentation and
microbial conversion of carbon dioxide to chemicals. We present a pragmatic and
validated Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model for mass transfer in bioelectrochemical systems. Experiments were conducted to measure mixing times and
mass transfer in a Duran bottle and an H‐cell. An Eulerian–Eulerian framework with
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a simplified model for the bubble size distribution (BSD) was developed that utilized
only one additional equation for the bubble number density while including the
breakup and coalescence. Validations of the CFD model for mixing times showed
that the predictions were within the confidence intervals of the measurements,
verifying the model's capability in simulating the hydrodynamics. Further validations
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were performed using constant and varying bubble diameters for the mass transfer.
The results showed the benefits of a simplified BSD model, as it yielded improvements of seven and four times in accuracy when assessed against the experimental
data for the Duran bottle and H‐cell, respectively. Modeling of the H‐cell predicted
that a lower stirring rate improves mass transfer compared with higher stirring
rates, which is of great importance when designing microbial cultivation processes.
The model offers a feasible framework for advanced modeling of gas fermentation
and microbial electrosynthesis.
KEYWORDS

bubble number density, computational fluid dynamics, H‐cells, mass transfer, microbial
cultivations
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| INTRODUCTION

mass transfer intensification. Yet, the details of mass transfer on
micro and macro scales have remained an active research topic for

The relevance of efficient mass transfer emerges in chemical, bio-

decades (Danckwerts, 1951; Higbie, 1935; Kawase et al., 1992;

chemical, and mineral processing industries where the primary re-

Lamont & Scott, 1970). The transfer of molecules from a gas phase to

sponse (e.g., separation, conversion, or dissolution) is susceptible to

a liquid medium in gas–liquid systems is often a rate‐limiting step
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medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non‐commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
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(Dhanasekharan et al., 2005; Rojas et al., 2021). To solve this pro-

(Bajracharya et al., 2016; Blanchet et al., 2015; Rosa et al., 2019).

blem, agitation is induced, which increases the interfacial area by

There is thus a need to assess the robustness of the gas–liquid mass

generating many small gas bubbles. Mass transfer is directly pro-

transfer characterizations to the changes of reactor geometry and

portional to the available gas surface area. Through agitation, mass

internals.

transfer is thus enhanced at the cost of having to add kinetic energy

The evolution of modeling techniques has led the attention to

to agitate the system. Agitation of the reactor is a very sensitive

hydrodynamic properties of bioreactors, and how they affect mass

process parameter to control, as stirring is known to cause shear

transfer (Godbole et al., 1984; Jones, 2007). A well‐known drawback

stress for the microorganisms, as reviewed by Böhm et al. (2019),

of empirical models is, however, the averaging process. In that,

and agitation of a bioreactor is a major cost for a biotechnological

variables reflecting the hydrodynamic properties of the bioreactor

production process.

(e.g., the velocity magnitude or the dissipation rate of turbulence) are

From an experimental perspective, the transfer rate of mole-

averaged over the entire vessel generating uncertainties. A natural

cules from the gas phase to the liquid phase is measured via probing

strategy to mitigate this problem is to shift the modeling toward a

the molecules' dynamic concentrations as a function of time, which is

methodology in which the spatial and temporal variations of hydro-

typically presented as an overall mass transfer coefficient (i.e., kl × a)

dynamic properties are captured. Computational fluid dynamics

(e.g., Alves et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2019; Quijano et al., 2010; Schaepe

(CFD) offers such an alternative to correlations and provides de-

et al., 2013). For instance, Labík et al. (2017) offered an expression,

tailed information on the hydrodynamics of the flow. A drawback of

based on 1000 measurements of kl × a, that linked the overall mass

current CFD methods is, however, the large computational cost as-

transfer coefficient to impeller speed, superficial gas velocity, and

sociated with transient simulations in complex and large geometries.
For industrially relevant macro‐scale CFD modeling, the Eulerian

power number.
A common format for these correlations is shown in Equation

multifluid framework is most often used to simulate the continuous

(1), where the forced convection via the Re number and the rate of

phase, the dispersed phase, and their interactions in bioreactors

diffusion of momentum over mass, that is, the Sc number, are related

(Deen et al., 2002; Khopkar et al., 2005; Laakkonen et al., 2006). The

to the Sherwood number, Sh. The Sh, in turn, characterizes the ratio

level of details in modeling the dispersed phase could vary from the

of convective to diffusive transport of the mass. The fitting constants

use of constant bubble diameter (Gakingo et al., 2020; Rzehak &

are C , X , and Y , whereas l is a characteristic length scale (e.g., the

Krepper, 2016), to a simplified bubble number density (BND) equa-

bubble diameter) and D is the mass diffusivity.

tion (Bakker, 1992; Lane et al., 2005), or to more complex population

Sh =

kl × l
= C × (Re)X (Sc )Y .
D

balance modeling (Amer et al., 2019; Gimbun et al., 2009; Kerdouss
(1)

et al., 2008; Mishra et al., 2021; Ranganathan & Sivaraman, 2011;

The existence of a large number of empirical correlations attests

Scully et al., 2020). Single‐phase modeling has also been used to

to the fact that the current understanding of mass transfer in bubbly

investigate mixing time in high solids anaerobic digestion using dif-

flows is still limited at the macroscopic level (Bach et al., 2017;

ferent impeller types (Wu, 2012) or for optimization of sparger de-

Cussler, 2009; Garcia‐Ochoa & Gomez, 2009; Rzehak & Krepper,

sign in a pilot‐scale photobioreactor when coupled with a first‐order

2016). For this reason, endeavors to accomplish mass transfer in-

kinetic method (Ali et al., 2019). However, a major challenge in the

tensification in gas–liquid systems typically entail trial‐and‐error

development of robust CFD simulation methods for bubbly flows has

experimentations (Ansari et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018). Various

been the tendency to validate these complicated models against

innovative reactor systems (e.g., involving microbubbles, membranes,

experimental data sets with insufficient geometry variation, leaving

gas–liquid contactors, gas‐diffusion electrodes, inventive fluid flow

important questions about applicability unanswered (Rzehak

patterns and/or impeller designs) have been proposed (Bajracharya

et al., 2015).

et al., 2016; Blanchet et al., 2015; Daniell et al., 2012; Köpke et al.,

In the present work, our aim was to construct an experimentally

2011; Srikanth et al., 2018). Irrespective of the specific technological

validated, computationally viable, and robust CFD framework for

solution employed, the fundamental gas–liquid mass transfer process

mass transfer in bioelectrochemical systems. The model was devel-

is the same, although the topology of the gas–liquid interface and the

oped to provide an understanding of the major resistance during the

dynamics of the surrounding flow and concentration fields will differ

transfer of mass from the gas bubbles to the liquid from which the

on a case‐by‐case basis. It is not straightforward to carry over em-

microbes can take up the gas. Such a model is a fundament for de-

pirical expressions for the mass transfer rate from one reactor

veloping novel fermentation setups for utilizing microbes that has

geometry to another. The underlying reason is that dissolved gas

gas as the major energy and carbon source. The model integrates

concentrations, mixing times, liquid turbulence, gas injection rates,

detailed hydrodynamic information to evaluate the mass transfer

and bubble sizes typically cannot be uniformly matched across dif-

coefficient. In addition, it comprises significant physical phenomena

ferent scales and geometries (Thomas et al., 2021; Yang, 2011). To

occurring in the cultivations such as breakup and coalescence of gas

complicate matters further, the application of novel concepts, such

bubbles. The model addresses the bubble size distribution (BSD) in a

as microbial electrosynthesis methods, requires considerable chan-

less expensive manner by solving only one additional scalar equation

ges to the reactor internals and therefore dramatically affect the

for the BND. This method in fact offers a pragmatic trade‐off be-

fluid dynamics, consequently impacting the gas–liquid mass transfer

tween accuracy and feasibility of the CFD model that also includes
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the physical phenomena at the bubble scale such as breakup and

bridge but divided by a Nafion ion exchange membrane only allowing

coalescence using only one additional scalar equation. We developed

diffusion of ions between the different compartments. In a microbial

and validated the method using two types of lab‐scale cultivation

electrosynthesis setup, one chamber contains the cathode, the mi-

vessels, a Duran bottle, and an H‐cell. The vessels were both cy-

croorganisms, and the substrate (carbon dioxide), while the other

lindrical and stirred by a magnetic stirrer. The gas was introduced as

chamber contains the anode. Therefore, we studied mass transfer of

bubbles to the cultivation vessel via a diffusion stone. The two re-

a gas component added to the cathodic chamber. In the experiments,

actors differed in their internal volumes and in their smaller geo-

we used air to assess the changes in mass transfer instead of carbon

metrical components, as well as in the presence and layout of reactor

dioxide with the assumption that the underlying mechanisms of the

internals (e.g., electrode and probe). Experiments were carried out to

gas–liquid mass transfer for these gases are the same and that the

validate mixing time and mass transfer coefficient. The focal point is

transfer of both gases can thus be described by the same mathe-

to assess to what extent it is possible to establish an expression

matical model (Köpke et al., 2011).

similar to Equation (1) that uses dimensionless numbers in describing

A 250 ml Duran bottle was used for initial testing and modeling.

the mass transfer and investigate whether such an equation can be

A cylindrical diffusion stone (10 mm in diameter, 20 mm high) con-

robust to the changes in the reactor design. The current work lays a

nected to the gas inlet with tubing (8 mm in outer diameter) was

foundation for further investigations into the interactions of

placed 25 mm from the bottom of the bottle. A magnetic stirrer,

gas–liquid–microbe for bioelectrochemical systems using CFD and it

approximately cylindrical with round edges (8 mm in diameter,

aims to improve mass transfer of different gas (including syngas,

30 mm length), was placed at the bottom of the bottle, and an oxygen

consisting of CO, CO2, and H2) components to the microbes.

sensor (PreSens O2 dipping probe PSt3, 5 mm in diameter, response
time <6 s) was placed at the top of the bottle. The bottle was filled
with 200 ml water. The cathodic chamber of the H‐cell was filled

2
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with 270 ml water and a rectangular carbon felt cathode
(25 × 70 mm); the cylindrical diffusion stone and the magnetic stirrer

2.1

| Microbial cultivation setups

was placed as in the bottle, whereas the oxygen sensor was placed
on the opposite side of the membrane with the tip 15 mm from

Two experimental setups were applied in the study; an H‐cell re-

the edge.

actor, which is commonly used for microbial conversion of carbon
dioxide or other microbial electrosyntheses at lab scale, and a Duran
bottle, used for anaerobic cultivations and providing a simplified

2.2 | Mixing time measurements

version of the H‐cell.
The H‐cell reactor (Adams & Chittenden MFC 250.40.3, see

To assess how the mixing was affected by different stirring speeds

Supporting Information for more details), schematically illustrated in

and air flows, 100 µl of food coloring (Dr. Oetker) was added to the

Figure 1, consists of two identical chambers connected through a

bottle and the mixing was filmed. The air flow was varied between

F I G U R E 1 The H‐cell reactor. (a) Carbon felt
cathode; (b) sparger; (c) typically a reference
electrode, in mass transfer experiments the
oxygen sensor was placed here; (d) magnetic
stirrer; (e) Nafion membrane; (f) anode [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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100, 200, and 400 ml/min, and the stirring between 100 and

phase translates into the available interfacial area, which, in turn,

300 rpm. Each condition was tested in triplicate. The videos were

directly affects the modeling predictions of the mass transfer coef-

converted into image frames (10 images/s) using VLC Media Player

ficients. Nevertheless, classical gas–liquid models assumed an aver-

and processed digitally using Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). The change

age diameter for the entire computational domain (e.g., see Deen

in color intensity of eight reference points of the Duran bottle was

et al., 2002; Gosman et al., 1992). In this study, we have demon-

determined over time. The reference points were selected so that

strated how this assumption alters the kl × a predictions.

their positions would reflect the different conditions in the bottle,

Population balance equation (PBE) is the most general practice

being placed at different distances to the stirrer or the sparger

to estimate the BSD (Amer et al., 2019; Marchisio & Fox, 2013). The

(Figure 1). The mixing time was defined as the time from the injection

solution methods for PBE can be classified into two groups: (a) re-

of the dye until the coefficient of variation (in short, CoV) reached a

presenting the BSD by different size classes, MUSIGs (Laakkonen

value of 0.05, corresponding to 95% mixing or, equivalently, fluc-

et al., 2007), and (b) tracking moments of a distribution (Marchisio

tuations around the final steady tracer concentration within ±5%

et al., 2003) (i.e., different tastes of quadrature approximations). Both

(Bujalski et al., 2002).

methods, even though proven to be accurate, come with the extra
computational load of solving several transport equations. A simpler
yet somewhat less frequently used approach to deal with the size

2.3

| Mass transfer coefficient measurements

distribution of bubbles is to solve a single scalar equation for the
BND accounting for coalescence and breakup (Bakker, 1992; Lane,

To obtain information about mass transfer, the change in dissolved

2006; Moilanen, 2009). The method has the potential to accelerate

oxygen was measured using the dynamic gassing‐out method in the

otherwise expensive CFD simulations. For instance, in predicting

Duran bottle or H‐cell setup as described in Section 2.1. The ex-

kl × a, Moilanen et al. (2008) reported that applying a BND approach

periments were performed by sparging the bottle with N2 through

halved the computational time compared with MUSIGs with insig-

the diffusion stone until there was no dissolved oxygen detected and

nificant differences in the results. Therefore, to lay down a compu-

then switching to air until saturation. Stirring speeds of 100, 300, and

tationally affordable model, we have also adopted the BND

500 rpm, and air flows of 100, 200, and 400 ml/min were tested. The

approach. The derivation of the governing equations was presented

changes in oxygen concentration were measured throughout the

by Lane (2006) and is summarized in the Supporting Information.

experiment, and the value of kl × a was obtained from the negative
slope in the linear section of ln((C (t ) −

C⁎)/(C (0) ‐C

* )) versus t (Van't

As stated earlier, the quantity of interest for computing the mass
transfer coefficient is the Sh number. From dimensional analysis, the

Sh number is found to be a function of the Re number and the Sc

Riet, 1979).

number, characterizing the forced convection due to stirring and the
relation between diffusion of momentum and mass, respectively. To

3

| C F D MO D E L

study this concept, we exploited Equation (1), to compute the values
of kl by employing the local values of velocity, the bubble diameters,

The Eulerian–Eulerian two‐fluid model was employed to simulate gas

and the interfacial area (a = 6α2 / db).

bubbles and the continuous liquid phase inside the cultivation ves-

Sh = kl ×

sels. The continuity and momentum equations read as:

∂ (αi ρi )
∂t
∂ (αi ρi Ui )
∂t

+ ∇ ·(αi ρi Ui) = 0,

(2)

db
D
= C (Re)X (Sc )Y ⇒ kl =
× C (Re)X (Sc )Y .
D
db

(4)

Cussler (2009) stated that the model constants are case‐
dependent, for example, for packed towers, the dependency on the

(

+ ∇ · αi ρi Ui Ui

)

= −αi ∇p + αi ρi g

(

)

+ ∇ · αi τi − αi ρi ui′ ui′ + Fd⃗ ,

(3)

fluid velocity varies about 0.7 power while for the diffusion coefficient, it ranges between 0.5 and 0.7 power. In this study, the constants were determined by fitting to the simulation results at

where for phase index i (continuous phase i = 1, and dispersed phase

300 rpm and 200 ml/min: C = 1.2, X = 1/2, and Y = 1/3.

i = 2), α is the phase volume fraction, ρ is the phase density, and U is

We also seek to understand whether the accuracy and the ad-

the velocity field. The time, pressure, gravitational acceleration, and
drag force per unit volume are represented by t , p , g , and Fd⃗ . The

ditional cost of a simplified model for the BSD were justified. Thus,

viscous stress tensor is τi , while the Reynolds stresses due to fluc-

specifically derived for gas bubbles in stirred tanks (Cussler, 2009).

tuating components of the velocities are represented by,

ui′ ui′ .

The

standard k–ε turbulence model was applied to determine the turbulent characteristics of the mixture phase and to compute the
turbulent viscosity. The conservation equations for k and ε can be
found in Ansys (2013).

we also evaluated the predictions obtained by Equation (5), which is
This expression has similar dependencies on the hydrodynamics,
bubble diameter, and Sc number as Equation (4).

()
P

⎛ V db4 ⎞
Sh = 0.13 ⎜
⎟
⎜ ρ1 ν3 ⎟
⎝
⎠

0.25

ν 0.33
⎛ ⎞ .
⎝D⎠

Furthermore, the model should support the variation of bubble
sizes in the cultivation vessels as the distribution of the dispersed

where P/V is the stirred power per volume.

(5)
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5

experiments and thus it was capable of accurately predicting the
mixing time. Given the findings presented in Figure 2, a set of mixing

We first validated the capability of the model to describe the mixing

time simulations was carried out under different operational condi-

of a tracer in the Duran bottle. After that, we assessed the predic-

tions to assess the model performance before simulations of mass

tions of the mass transfer coefficient obtained for this reactor and

transfer.

investigated the sensitivity to the exact formulation used in Equation

The numerical predictions of mixing time for different experi-

(1). Finally, we shifted to the H‐cell to evaluate the robustness of the

ments, as well as statistical details of the measurements, are sum-

results obtained in the bottle for this cultivation vessel of similar

marized in Table 1. The mixing experiments were carried out with

shape but with different internals.

and without the presence of air bubbles and with and without rotational effects. As expected, due to the increase in the level of
turbulence at higher stirring rates (Experiments 1–3), less time was

| Modeling mass transfer in a Duran bottle

4.1

needed to reach homogeneity, a trend that was also captured by the
CFD predictions. The largest error of 32% occurred for the lowest

Mixing time is a global parameter in cultivation vessels that indicates

rotational speed, although the predicted value for this experiment

the hydrodynamics of the system, and we choose the mixing time as
a first validation of the flow prediction obtained from the CFD
model. The simulations were designed to mirror the experiments by
patching a passive scalar at the injection point and monitoring the

T A B L E 1 Validation of mixing time prediction in the bottle
under different operational conditions

scalar values in different locations over the simulation time. Thirty
probes were chosen to encompass different zones in the computational domain and to be able to capture the mixing dynamics. The
CoV values for different operational conditions were evaluated ac-

Experiment

Stirring
speed
(rpm)

Airflow
rate
(ml/min)

Experiments
Mean
mixing
time (s)
SD

CFD
predictions
(s)

1

300

0

3.1

0.80

2.1

2

500

0

1.9

0.14

1.8

Figure 2 shows a CoV curve quantifying the mixing character-

3

800

0

1.2

0.27

1.4

istics in the bottle. To provide a better visual understanding, the

4

0

200

5.6

2.83

3.8

5

0

400

4.8

0.71

3.5

6

300

200

3.3

0.57

2.4

cording to 30, 14, and 5 probes and no significant variations were
found.

snapshot images from the experiments were imposed on the plot at
three time instances including injection time, 95% mixing time, and
99% mixing time. The choice of mixing criterion (i.e., CoV = 0.05)
clearly corroborated with the visual uniformity of the dye from the

Abbreviation: CFD, computational fluid dynamics.

F I G U R E 2 Coefficient of variation (CoV) plot for computing mixing time and corresponding snapshots of the experiments [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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still fell within the 95% confidence interval of the experiment. The

a stirred tank failed to predict the experiments at higher gas flow rates.

smallest error for simulations without air was only 5% for the highest

On the contrary, integrating the BSD resulted in the same magnitudes of

stirring speed. The main reason for the better agreement at higher

error for both expressions. It is worth noting that this level of accuracy

stirring rates is most likely related to the higher turbulent intensity,

was achieved by adding only one scalar equation to the CFD framework.

for which the k–ε turbulence model should be better suited. The
experiments with air bubbles showed that the effects of stirring were
more dominant compared with the presence of gas bubbles while

4.2 | Modeling mass transfer in an H‐cell

sparging the gas through the diffusion stone. An interesting observation appeared when comparing Experiments 1 and 6, where

Having validated the CFD‐BND model for the bottle, evaluations of the

sparging air into the system somewhat prolonged the mixing time, an

model robustness were performed for the mass transfer coefficients in a

effect that was also captured by the CFD predictions. This implies

different cultivation vessel, an H‐cell. Table 3 summarizes the results

that the contribution of bubble‐induced turbulence in the mixing was

from the measurements in the H‐cell. In this vessel, the airflow rate has a

insignificant at the current conditions and that the gas flow may to

more controlling effect on the mass transfer than the rotational speed

some extent counteract mixing between the aerated sections and the

of the capsule. For instance, comparing Experiments 1 (100 rpm,

bulk of the liquid.

200 ml/min) and 2 (300 rpm, 100 ml/min) in Table 3 reveals that even

The idea behind the validation by mixing time was to utilize a

though the rotational speed was increased, the mass transfer coefficient

practical approach for preliminary validation of the CFD model. The

was reduced by 49% due to less air in the system. This observation is a

choice of CoV among other criteria for the evaluation of mixing time

particularly important reminder of the significant challenges faced when

was also shown to be a credible method for the mixing time eva-

trying to model mass transfer at similar conditions (e.g., bubbly air–water

luation. Therefore, we concluded that the predictive capability of the

flow at similar airflow rates and stirring speeds) but in a reactor design

CFD model for the flow hydrodynamics was established. The first

slightly different from the one in which the mass transfer modeling was

level of validations by mixing time was then extended by predictions

originally developed and validated.

of mass transfer coefficients. Equation (4) was employed to obtain

Simulations were also conducted to test the CFD model using

the local values of kl × a using two different approaches including

the experimental data in (Table 3). As for the bottle, a constant

assumed constant bubble diameters and a BND implementation.

bubble diameter (db = 1mm) and the BND implementation were

Measurements were performed under constant rotational speed and

compared using Equations (4) and (5).

increasing airflow rates (Table 2). They showed that increasing the gas

The effects of stirring on the kl × a values under constant air

flow rate improved the mass transfer, which is explained by the presence

flow rate for measurements and simulations are shown in

of more air bubbles (i.e., an increased interfacial area). The numerical

Figure 3. The increasing trend of experiments for angular velo-

predictions also captured the increasing trend both when using constant

city >300 rpm was captured with both approaches (Equations 4

bubble diameters and the BND implementation. A great improvement in

and 5). We, therefore, performed two more simulations for 650

the accuracy of the numerical predictions was observed when using the

and 800 rpm to establish how this trend continues. The reason

BND model for the BSD. For instance, at the low gas flow rate, the errors
in predictions dropped approximately four‐ and sevenfold using Equations (4) and (5), respectively. Similar improvements were also attained
for Experiment 2 in Table 2; the error in predictions of kl × a decreased

T A B L E 3 Summary of kl × a experimental measurements for H‐
cell under different operational conditions

from 39% to 29% using Equation (4) and fivefold using Equation (5). To
compare the two expressions, a constant bubble diameter of db = 1mm
was opted for. This choice of bubble diameter was motivated based on a

Experiment

Stirring
speed (rpm)

Airflow rate
(ml/min)

Experiments
Mean kl × a
(1/s)

SD

formulation for the bubble diameter at a sparger in low gas flow rates

1

100

200

0.005828

0.000918

proposed by Seader et al. (1997). Comparing the two expressions with

2

300

100

0.002946

0.000749

3

300

200

0.004488

0.001671

4

500

200

0.005139

0.001106

constant bubble diameter, one can establish that the use of local Re
numbers in Equation (4) for describing the hydrodynamics of the flow
yields better predictive performance, as the model specifically derived for

TABLE 2

Experimental measurements and numerical validations of mass transfer coefficients for the Duran bottle

Stirring
Experiment speed (rpm)

Airflow rate
(ml/min)

Experiments
Mean kl × a (1/s) SD

Current work (Equation 4)
db = 1 (mm)
BND

Stirred tank (Equation 5)
db = 1 (mm)
BND

1

300

200

0.003678

0.000711 0.002776

0.003920

0.001870

0.003395

2

300

400

0.004253

0.000454 0.005902

0.005471

0.009135

0.005288

Abbreviation: BND, bubble number density.
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F I G U R E 3 Experimental data and computational fluid dynamics
predictions of mass transfer coefficients for constant gas flow rate
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

7

F I G U R E 4 Error bars for the prediction of mass transfer
coefficients in the H‐cell. The filled bars are for bubble number
density (BND) errors, the dark color is for the current study
(Equation 4), and the light color for the stirred tank expression [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

for the increasing mass transfer coefficient is explained by
the higher turbulence dissipation in the system, leading to

5 |
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the breakup of more bubbles and creating more available surface
area. This phenomenon is echoed in the breakup source term

The main aim in this study was to provide a new and more efficient

(see Supporting Information) via having a greater number of cells

modeling approach for bubbly flow mass transfer in cultivation

with We number higher than Wecr , which leads to more breakups

vessels. The predicted values for the mixing times always fell within

in the model. On the contrary, measurements showed that by

the confidence intervals of the experimental data, verifying that the

decreasing the capsule speed from 300 to 100 rpm an increase in

hydrodynamics of the cultivation vessels were simulated success-

the mass transfer coefficient occurred. This observation is highly

fully. Furthermore, the results confirmed the accuracy gained by the

relevant for designing microbial cultivation experiments where a

BND implementation for the BSD. In that, comparing the kl × a

higher rotational speed is otherwise often favored. A lower

predictions using constant and varying bubble diameters showed

stirring could further improve the process by creating less shear

maximum improvements of seven‐ and fourfold for the bottle and H‐

stress and provide cost savings. However, the two models pre-

cell, respectively. Simulating the mass transfer in the two types of

dicted flat lines when decreasing the rotational velocity. This

vessels showed that a more general Sh correlation is preferable in

discrepancy could possibly be explained by the uncertain quality

terms of robustness when varying the hydrodynamics. Moreover,

of the turbulence model predictions at the lowest stirring rates,

when applying the CFD framework to a different reactor geometry,

in combination with not accounting for saturation effects in the

the importance of local Re numbers and BND become more im-

liquid phase in the current simulations.

portant. Remarkably, the modeling of the H‐cell predicted that a

Figure 4 is a bar plot illustrating the errors in the predictions

lower stirring speed may improve mass transfer compared with a

of mass transfer coefficients for the experiments reported in

higher stirring speed. In summary, the results obtained from the two‐

Table 3. It is immediately visible that Equation (4) with the BND

step validations of the CFD model lay a foundation for future in-

performed better in all cases regardless of the operational con-

vestigations into the mass transfer at the gas–liquid–microorganisms

ditions. The improvements for the four cases with the BND

level.

ranged from approximately 2% in Experiment 1 to fourfolds in
Experiment 3 that distinctly confirmed the use of the BSD for H‐
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